Abstract. The accumulation of evidence now strongly favours interstellar scintillation (ISS) as the principal mechanism causing intra-day variability (IDV) at em wavelengths. While ISS reduces the implied brightness temperatures, they remain uncomfortably high. The distance to the scattering screen is an important parameter in determining the actual brightness temperature encountered. The high brightness temperatures, the presence of strong and variable circular polarization and the observed lifetimes of a decade or more for several IDV sources, pose significant problems for synchrotron theory.
Introduction
Observations of the variability of extragalactic radio sources at radio wavelengths have demonstrated the existence of a variety of scattering screens between the observer and the sources. Early observations of variability at metre wavelengths were shown to be the result of scattering in the ionosphere and were not intrinsic to the source. As a result, Ginsburg (1956) suggested that the irregularities in electron density not only in the ionosphere but also in the interplanetary medium and the interstellar medium (ISM) should also give rise to detectable scattering and hence apparent variability in extragalactic radio sources. Interplanetary scintillation (IPS) of compact sources at decimetre wavelengths was found soon after and proved to be a powerful tool for investigating the size and structure of extragalactic radio sources (see Cohen, 1969 and references therein) .
The ionosphere and interplanetary medium are nearby and the time-scale for variability is necessarily short, seconds or less. So the radio variability with
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85 a time-scale of years discovered in the first quasar, 3C273, at em wavelengths (Dent 1965 ) was seen to be intrinsic to the source. Several decades of milliarcsecond resolution VLBI observations have confirmed the intrinsic nature of such variations and revealed a close relationship between structural changes on parsec-scales and flux density variations. The VLBI discovery of apparent super-luminal motion provided a natural explanation (Rees 1966) for brightness temperatures in excess of the 10 12 K inverse Compton limit (Kellermann & Pauliny-Toth 1969) . However, systematic VLBI monitoring of internal proper motions of large numbers of compact radio sources has shown that the brightness temperatures will be limited to no more than 10-20 times the 10 12 K inverse Compton limit (Kellermann et aI2000) .
In a series of careful flux density measurements at 3.2 GHz Heeschen (1984) discovered short-term, small-amplitude flickering in a sample of flat-spectrum radio sources. More extensive multi-wavelength observations with the Bonn radio telescope detailed the presence of such short-term intra-day variability, IDV, in a number of flat-spectrum sources (Witzel et al 1987) . While IDV has been observed in many sources at shorter wavelengths (see Wagner & Witzel 1995 and references therein) it presents difficulties at cm and longer wavelengths because of the extreme brightness temperatures implied if the variations are intrinsic to the source.
Evidence for Interstellar Scintillation
Early IDV surveys revealed a Galactic latitude dependence which argued against an intrinsic origin and for refractive scintillation (Heeschen & Rickett 1987) . Further support for ISS came from the observed wavelength dependence of IDV. For the IDV source 0917+624, the variations were found to be strongly correlated from 2.7 to 15 GHz, but with decreasing amplitude with increasing frequency; at 1.4 GHz the IDV was smaller in amplitude and with a significantly longer characteristic time-scale (Rickett et aI1995) . This phenomenon is seen in many other IDV sources, for example PKS 0405-385 (Kedziora-Chudczer et al 1997) and J1819+3845 (Dennett- Thorpe & de Bruyn 2000) and is most easily explained as due to weak scattering at the higher frequencies and strong scattering at the lower frequencies (Walker 1998) .
Direct evidence for ISS is provided by the observation of a significant timedelay between the arrival times of the pattern of variability in PKS 0405-385 seen at two widely spaced telescopes, the VLA in western USA, and the ATCA in eastern Australia . Most recently, compelling evidence is found in the observations of a one-year signature in the long-term variability pattern in J1819+3845 (Dennett-Thorpe & de Bruyn this Symposium). This annual cycle arises due to the variation of the ISM velocity as seen from the Earth in its cycle around the sun. Moreover, the same annual signature has been independently confirmed for 0917+624 (Jauncey & Macquart A&A submitted, Rickett et al ApJ submitted). The presence of Earth-related signatures, as seen here, makes it clear that refractive interstellar scintillation is the principal cause of IDV at these wavelengths in these sources.
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Implied Source Structure and Brightness Temperature
For ISS the angular scale depends on the scattering strength which is a function of frequency. In the weak scattering case, at a wavelength of A the angular size must be of the same order or smaller than the angular size of the first Fresnel zone, where () == VA/2nD. The presence of ISS leads directly to implied microarcsecond source angular sizes and brightness temperatures well in excess of the 10 12 K inverse Compton limit (eg Kedziora-Chudczer et aI., 1997). These are considerably less extreme than the nanoarcsecond sizes and 10 18 to 10 21 K brightness temperatures were the variations intrinsic, but nonetheless remain uncomfortably high. Space VLBI 5 GHz observations with VSOP (Preston et aI., 2000 , Lovell et aI., 2000 already show directly the presence of unresolved cores with brightness temperatures well in excess of 10 12 K in many flat-spectrum sources.
The distance, D, to the equivalent scattering screen is a critical parameter in determining the brightness temperature of a scintillating source. For an unresolved source the brightness temperature scales as D (Walker 1998) . For PKS 0405-385, a value of D "-' 500 pc, half the Galactic scale height, leads to a Ti, "-' 5 x 10 14K (Kedziora-Chudczer et aI1997). Using the velocity derived from the Earth's motion, Rickett et al (A&A submitted) derive a screen distance of 170 pc for 0917+614, which implies a Tb of 5 x 10 12K. Macquart et al (2000) derive a distance of "-' 400 pc in the direction of PKS 1519-273 by making use of the observed scintillation time-scale and existing space VLBI observations. Alternatively, for J1819+3845, Dennett-Thorpe & de Bruyn (2000) find a distance of 20 pc, and argue that this is in agreement with the model of the local bubble (Bhat et aI., 1998) . They also suggest that the t; for PKS 0405-385 may be significantly reduced if D for this source were to be the same order as the "-' 20 pc derived for 1819+3845. However, if D is set by the local bubble, then its geometry is such that for a source in the direction of PKS 0405-385, D would then be 150 pc. This still implies a brightness temperature in excess of "-' 2 x 10 14 K. Reliable and accurate screen distances need to be determined for IDV sources before reliable brightness temperatures can be derived. Nevertheless, there remain strong arguments that brightness temperatures in excess of 10 14 K are present, at least in some sources.
Discussion
Uncertainty remains as to the brightness temperatures encountered in IDV sources, with values possibly as high as 5 x 10 14 K. Such high brightness temperatures require beaming factors that are well outside those expected from VLBI observations (Kellermann et aI., 2000) . Alternatively, if the scattering screen were closer than most estimates, the brightness temperatures may possibly be reduced to acceptable values.
However, the high brightness temperatures are not the only difficulties for synchrotron emission. The discovery of strong and variable circular polarization in the IDV source PKS 1519-273 (Macquart et al 2000) presents an additional problem for synchrotron theory, since they find no simple model that accounts for both the large amplitude and the observed frequency dependence.
In addition, several IDV sources, 0917+624 (Quirrenbach et al 2000) and PKS 1519-273 in particular, have been found to show IDV at cm wavelengths every time thay have been observed in detail over the past 10 -15 years. These sources show only slow long-term variability, and the IDV characteristics have remained remarkably stable; the argument is not sustainable that the IDV is due to a sequence of separate outbutsts. Both sources exhibit brightness temperatures well in excess of the 10 12 K inverse Compton limit, and it is difficult to see how such components do not cool in times much shorter than the observed lifetimes.
